Theory of damped quantum rotation in NMR spectra. I. Fundamental aspects.
The damped quantum rotation (DQR) theory, formulated originally for methyl-like atomic groupings, is now extended to hindered (N>3)-fold molecular rotors, such as the cyclopentadienyl, benzene, and cycloheptatrienyl rings in solid phase environments. It heightens the significance of the Pauli principle in shaping up the stochastic dynamics of such objects, reflected in NMR line shapes. The corresponding NMR line-shape equation is derived; its stochastic part is shown for the first time to have the double commutator form for any values of the quantum-mechanical (coherence-damping) rate constants entering it. Constraints on the relative magnitudes of such constants are determined under which the DQR line-shape equation is converted into the phenomenological Alexander-Binsch equation describing classical jumps of the rotor. When all the quantum rate constants happen to be equal, the phenomenological model of equal jump rates between any two of the N (equivalent) orientations of the rotor is reproduced. On the other hand, the seemingly most plausible (for N>3) nearest-neighbor hopping model does not have any peculiar grounds in the DQR approach. For the special instances of stochastic molecular motions addressed in this work, the extended DQR formalism affords a quantification of the "degree of classicality" represented by a complete set of the relevant quantum rate constants. In view of our earlier experimental findings for the methyl rotors, the very occurrence of the nonclassical DQR effects seems unquestionable even for the objects of the size of benzene. The question of under what circumstances such effects can be big enough to be detected experimentally will be addressed in Part II of this work.